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To receive your FREE weekly HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS eMagazine, or if you’d like to share 
this with a friend please send your e-mail address 
to evan.hhmag@gmail.com. HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS is not a SPAM e-mail: email addresses 
are added to the mailing list voluntarily.

All content copyrighted property of HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS, 2007-12. This publication is fully protected 
by copyright and nothing may be reprinted in whole 
or in part without written permission from the editor. 
While reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure 
the accuracy of information from sources and given to 
readers, the editor cannot accept responsibility for any 
inconvenience or damage that may arise therefrom.
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Editor Evan Rothman

Favourite rally car? Audi Quattro S2
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? WRC Rallye Deutschland
Favourite rally? Total Rally, South Africa

Tweets too much about rallying, loves nothing 
more than spectating on a forest rally, and has 
aspirations of being the world’s greatest rally 
journalist. He’s also oftentimes seen with a 
camera in one hand and his mobile phone in the 
other.

E-mail us evan.hhmag@gmail.com
Call us +27 83 452 6892
Surf us http://wp.me/pkXc
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Photojournalist Eva Kovkova

Favourite rally car? Citroën C4 WRC
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? Vodafone Rally de Portugal
Favourite rally? White Nights Rally, Lahdenpohja, 
Russia

Likes to walk in the Swedish snow forests or on 
Portuguese dusty hills, likes to freeze, to get wet 
in the rain or to melt from the heat during photo 
hunts for fl ying cars and smiling faces. Also is 
known as a press ice bear working for South 
Africa :)
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Maximum attack from Finland’s Mikko Hirvonen and Jarmo Maximum attack from Finland’s Mikko Hirvonen and Jarmo 
Lehtinen as they try to challenge Sebastien Ogier/Julien Lehtinen as they try to challenge Sebastien Ogier/Julien 
Ingraqssia.Ingraqssia.
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START RAMPRAMP

n. motorsport. A start ramp serves as the ceremonial start of 

a rally, and gives fans a chance to see their rally heroes be-

ing interviewed before driving over the podium and onto the 

fi rst special stage.



Since the appointment of Team Principal Michel 
Nandan in January, the team has focussed not only 
on building its bespoke facility in Alzenau and getting 
the i20 WRC ready for intensive testing later in the 
year but also on consolidating technical, sporting, and 
marketing sides the team. With new key appointments 
in all of these areas, the team is now operating at full 
speed while continuing to grow rapidly.
 Engineering: The technical department has seen 
constant evolution since the beginning of the project. 
Involved in the project since its inception, Chief Designer 
Bertrand Vallat has been working on the i20 WRC design 
since December, and leads the engineering project. The 
Frenchman’s most recent role was at Peugeot Sport where 
he was actively involved in the best-seller 207 S2000.
Newly appointed Stephane Girard, joined Hyundai 
Motorsport as Engine Manager − another core role in 
the team. Stephane carries an extensive know-how of 
motorsport which he has gained over the years working 
for various teams including Peugeot Sport, Maserati Corse, 
Subaru World Rally Team − Prodrive and Citroen Sport.
 Sporting: Alain Penasse will be appointed Team 
Manager as of 22nd April, playing an essential role in the 
daily management and development of the team. The 51-
year-old Belgian arrives with extensive rally experience 
thanks to previous involvement with teams such as Toyota 
Team Europe and Peugeot Sport, with tyre manufacturer 
Michelin and as organiser of Rally Ypres.
 Workshop: Headed by motorsport specialist Ernst 
Kopp − formerly involved with Toyota’s rally, Le Mans then 
the F1 projects − the workshop is where all the action 
happens.
 Marketing and Communications: Hyundai 
Motorsport welcomes also Stefan Ph. Henrich as Director 
of Marketing & PR. Stefan will bring considerable 
communications expertise with him to the role, including 
12 years at Hyundai Motor Europe culminating in his most 
recent role as HME Spokesperson. He will be heading up 
a highly experienced team made of people from various 
motorsport and automotive backgrounds.
 Hyundai Motorsport Team Principal Michel Nandan 
commented: “We’ve been evolving rapidly since the 
beginning of the year and made great progress in fi lling all 
the main roles to establish our core team. We’re facing a 
big and exciting challenge, in building a team from scratch 
and we have now only nine months to prepare for next year. 
I’m now surrounded by the best people in the business 
and I’m confi dent we’ll be ready to meet our ambitious 
goal to be ready at the start of the 2014 FIA World Rally 
Championship. While we have a very busy year ahead of us, 
I believe that team-work together with shared commitment 
and passion for motorsport are the keys for success.”

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Hyundai Motorsport
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SERVICE  PARKPARK
n. motorsport. The main operational base for all the teams, in which 

all checks, maintenance and running repairs to the cars must be 

carried out subject to strict time limits.



WRC RALLY DE PORTUGAL: WRC RALLY DE PORTUGAL: 
OGIER WINS, RIVALS FLOUNDEROGIER WINS, RIVALS FLOUNDER



The fourth round of the FIA World Rally Championship 
(WRC) was dominated by Championship leaders 
Sebastien Ogier, Julien Ingrassia and Volkswagen 
Motorsport. It was not an easy victory for the 
German team, with a number of mechanical problems 
wreaking havoc with the Polo R WRCs, but their rivals 
suffered more problems in their rally machines..
 An event of high attrition, the 2013 WRC Rally de 
Portugal proved as dramatic as it was in previous editions. 
The tens of thousands of fans lining the stages, the high-
speed stages over the rough and dusty stages and the 
win-hungry drivers put on a daring display of masterful rally 
driving.
 Second place went to Mikko Hirvonen/Jarmo 
Lehtinen (Citroën Total Abu Dhabi World Rally Team) with 
Jari-Matti Latvala/Miika Anttila (Volkswagen Motorsport) 
recording their best performance thus far in 2013.
 Playing a pivotal role in the opening day of the rally 
to keep Ogier honest, Dani Sordo/Carlos del Barrio (Abu 
Dhabi Citroën Total World Rally Team) were impressive to 
win two of the day’s fi ve stages. With only 04.4sec behind 
overnight leader Ogier, Sordo pushed on the opening stage 
of Day Two. Sadly, he went wide and damaged his DS3 
WRC’s right rear corner to rule him out of the rally.
 Tyre choice was all-important on Day One, and 
interestingly Ogier was the only drover to run on a full set of 
soft compound tyres. It proved wise for the opening loop of 
stages, but it cost the Frenchman in the second run of the 
stages in the afternoon. 
 Mads Ostberg (Qatar M-Sport Rally Team) snatched 
the lead from Ogier in SS2, but on SS3 he went off the road, 
rolled and frustratingly retired his Ford Fiesta RS WRC.
 Latvala impressed on Day One, and made a 
comeback of sorts to the WRC with inspired driving. His 
confi dence grew over the weekend and he will be a force to 
be reckoned with in Argentina...
 Robert “Bobby K” Kubica stole the limelight in his 
WRC debut in a Citroën DS3 RRC, but his opening day was 
frought with problems: he went wide into a corner on SS2 
and a branch pierced his car’s radiator. He repaired the 
damage on his way to the following stage and climbed up 
to 13th overall and second in the WRC 2 category. Sadly, en 
route to the fi nal stage of the day he as forced to retire with 
a puncture after running out of spares.
 With Ostberg no longer a threat for victory, the 
Volkswagen Polo R WRC crews of Ogier and Latvala were 
able to put the hammer down on Day Two. At the end of the 
day’s stages and 158km of timed action, and the with Sordo 
retired on the fi rst stage, Ogier enjoyed a 34.8sec lead over 
team-mate Latvala.
 Latvala’s pace increased, and the Finn was 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Eva Kovkova exclusively for H&H



rewarded with two back-to-back stage victories. Ogier 
stamped his authority on the event, recording four 
successive stage wins to give Volkswagen a clean sweep of 
stage wins.
 The other Finn, Hirvonen, had a somewhat quiet 
day in his Citroën DS3 WRC in third place, just ahead of the 
Russian Evgeny Novikov (Qatar M-Sport Rally Team). For 
Mikkelsen fans, he thrilled on a fi ght up the leader board 
from 14th to sixth position overall in his debut in Volkswagen 
Motorsport’s third Polo R WRC.
 An exciting addition to this year’s Rally de Portugal 
was the inclusion of the 52.30km-long Almodovar stage on 
the fi nal day of the event, the stage run twice with it serving 
as the Power Stage.
 With drive problems early in the this marathon 
stage, Ogier battled his car through the fi rst ten kilometres 
with front wheel drive only but as mysteriously as it 
appeared it vanished. He powered through the stage and his 

rivals were then struck with various problems. Ogier claimed 
the bonus points to move 54 points ahead of second-placed 
Hirvonen in the Drivers’ Standings. It was also Ogier and 
Volkswagen’s third consecutive victory in 2013. It would 
have been a dream one-two result for the new team, but 
Latvala’s Polo suffered transmission issues to lose over a 
minute to his chasing rivals and then drop behind Hirvonen. 
In the next stage, Latvala lost another three minutes as he 
crawled through the 52km Almodovar 1 in two-wheel drive. 
In the Manufacturers’ Championship, Volkswagen Motorsport 
heads the Citroën Total Abu Dhabi World Rally Team, the 
rivals split by 14 points.
 Novikov claimed fourth overall with a cushion 
over Nasser Al-Attiyah (Qatar World Rally Team). Ostberg 
redeemed his Day One crash on Sunday’s stages when he 
swept to three stage wins to eventually climb to eighth 
place.
 The fi fth round of the FIA World Rally Championship 

heads to South America for Rally Argentina on 01 - 04 May.
    H&H

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia
       Volkswagen Polo R WRC - 04h 07m 38.7s
02) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 58.2s
03) J-M. Latvala/M. Anttila
       Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 04m 04.5s
04) E. Novikov/I. Minor
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 05m 27.7s
05) N. Al-Attiyah/G. Bernacchini
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 07m 43.5s
06) A. Mikkelsen/M. Markkula
       Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 09m 39.8s
07) M. Prokop/M. Ernst
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 15m 04.2s
08) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
   Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 15m 43.6s
09) K. Al Qassimi/S. Martin
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 15m 56.9s
10) E. Lappi/J. Ferm
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 16m 21.0s



From the sugarcane fi elds of the KwaZulu-Natal South 
Coast, the rolling hills of Mpumalanga greet the 2013 
South African Rally Championship competitors this 
weekend. After the fast and fearless rally action in 
last month’s season-opening TOTAL Rally, the longest 
and arguably toughest rally of the season lies in wait 
in the forests around Nelspruit for Round Two.
 South Africa’s fastest rally drivers and co-
drivers are joined for Round Two by the FIA African Rally 
Championship (ARC) contenders in the Sasol Rally, as 
that series’ second round forms part of the South African 
calendar of events. The four ARC teams making their way to 
Nelspruit bring with them a deep desire for victory and their 
unbridled passion for the sport makes for thrilling battles 
throughout the stages as they wrestle with South Africa’s 
fi nest for top ten overall positions in an all-out display of 
driving skill.
 As a round of the FIA African Rally Championship 
and running under its strict rules and regulations, the 
Sasol Rally competitors are allowed to undertake a recce 
inspection of the route to create their own pace notes. 
Drivers and co-drivers spend two extra days on the event, 
crafting their own pace note instructions on the route. This 
means that speeds are higher as the drivers’ and co-drivers’ 
confi dence increases with their added knowledge of the 
nature of the stages for the event.
 Starting on Friday morning at 10h00 for the 
traditional start at the Sabie Market Square, the events 
takes in a total of 15 stages over a route of 600km with 210 
of those kilometres timed special stage distance. 
 Three of the 15 stages are run on tarmac, taking in 
the Sabie start, the ever-popular night stage through White 
River on Friday evening and the crowd-pleasing Nelspruit 
sprint that pits two cars head-to-head against each other 
and the stopwatch as they wind their way through a circuit 
of downtown Nelspruit. 
 Eleven stages are set on the fl owing, slippery 
and high-speed gravel forestry roads around the towns 
of Sabie, Graskop, White River and Hendriksdal. The 
event is concluded with a short blast around the Lowveld 
Showgrounds in Nelspruit on Saturday afternoon.
 Mark Cronje and Robin Houghton (Ford Fiesta 
S2000) claimed victory in last month’s TOTAL Rally to start 
the defence of their 2012 South African Rally Champions 
titles in the best possible way. They were joined on the 
podium by Jan Habig/Robert Paisely (Ford Fiesta S2000) 
and Team TOTAL’s Jean-Pierre Damseaux and Hilton Auffray 
(Toyota Auris S2000). 
 This upcoming event will see ten crews fi ghting 
fairly yet fi ercely for the overall victory, and it will be a 
thrilling encounter to witness.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Eva Kovkova
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SARC SASOL RALLY: SARC SASOL RALLY: 
WILSON FOR VICTORY?WILSON FOR VICTORY?



PARC  FERMEFERME
n. motorsport. A secure car park where competing 

cars must be left, and where no maintenance, repairs, 

or enhancements may be performed.



Rallying in Russia has a long and distinguished 
history. With a make-it-work engineering attitude, 
brave drivers, loyal fans and some of the best rallying 
roads in the world, more and more Europeans are 
heading to this enormous and fantastic country for 
rallying.
 The latest event set to jump in popularity is the 
Rally Masters Show (RMS), in its third edition this weekend. 
It will be held in Moscow on 19 - 20 April, and a number of 
rally stars have entered.
 Action will unfold on the large Velotrack in 
Krylatskoe region of Moscow, with a further 35km of special 
stages in the area. The stages are designed to show off 
the drivers skills and to create the best spectacle for the 
spectators.
 The Rally Masters Show 2013 is believed to become 
a bright event in Moscow’s events not only within the scope 
of motorsport shows, but focusing its attention toward the 
problem of driving safety on the public roads.
 In 2011 the fi rst Rally Masters Show took place in 
Moscow. For many years there were no rallies in the heart 
of Russia, but fi nally this spectacular motor sport discipline 
returned to the capital city – and it quickly grabbed the 
attention and imagination to gain in popularity. 
 This the fi rst such rally show in the history of 
Russian motorsport, this event created media hype, and it 
even reached the offi ce of Handbrakes & Hairpins in South 
Africa then. That fi rst event attracted 30 crews from fi ve 
countries, including the UK, Finland, Sweden and Estonia.
 It will be a thrilling event this weekend, with 
Evgeny Novkov entered to compete in an M-Sport Ford 
Fiesta RS WRC. It is by far the biggest name to attend this 
event, and he will start as the favoruite to claim overall 
honours. H&H

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Rally Masters Show
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HISTORIC RALLYING:HISTORIC RALLYING:
STUDENTS TAME GIANTSSTUDENTS TAME GIANTS



Three historic rallies in Europe, two cars and one team 
of passionate Japanese university students makes for 
a fantastic adventure.
 Taking on selected rounds of the the FIA Historic 
Rally Championship, against former World Rally Champion 
Carlos Sainz and the mighty Porsche 911 SC rally machines, 
Team Samurai travelled from their base at the University 
of Tokyo with the modest aims of fi nishing three historic 
rallies. Instead, what they achieved was a feat to humble 
professional rally teams with their passion and perseverance!
 Team Samurai restored, prepped and maintained a 
Toyota TE27 Sprinter Trueno and a Datsun 160J, after having 
to restore the Datsun from scratch and convert into a rlaly 
machine. All students from the University of Tokyo’s School 
of Engineering, they took on the Rally de Espana Historic 
in Avila, Spain, the Poppy Rally in Ypres, Belgium and the 
Coppa dei Fiori in Sanremo, Italy.
 Each year graduating students are challenged to 
restore, build and contest an historic rally, and last year’s 
students took part in the Monte Carlo Historic Rally. This 
year’s class inherited the Trueno, but were tasked with 
rescuing, storing and converting the mighty 160J into a rally 
machine.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Team Samurai

 The team began work on this project in May 2012. 
Team Samurai is comprised of students from the University 
of Tokyo (Todai) and the Kanto Industrial College, the 
specialist school for car mechanics. The students from Todai 
were tasked with the project’s management, negotiation 
with companies or individual sponsors, etc, and the students 
Kanto took charge of restoring and maintaining the cars and 
services in the rallies.
 The Trueno is a 1973 model, and was the vehicle 
that competed in 2012’s Monte Carlo Historic Rally. Its 
1.6-litre engine proved strong when it was fi rst built, and 
continues to provide the power for competition today.
 Violet, as the car is known as a Nissan Violet in 
native Japan, was built in 1979. The reason this vehicle was 

chosen was thatit celebrated the 40th anniversary of the 
Datsun 160J in Japan, and the students paid a true tribute to 
this fun car.
 Sharing and rotating the various roles within Team 
Samurai - which was headed by Naoyuki Togo - the drivers, 
co-drivers and service crew experienced all aspects of 
motorsport competition too. It was most certainly a team 
effort as they crisscrossed Europe, manufactured what parts 
were necessary and even designed a diagnostics computer 
specifi cally for these Historic Challenge machines.
 Naoyuki Togo spoke to Handbrakes & Hairpins 
about this adventure...
 The fi rst event for Team Samurai’s European 
itinerary was the Rally de Espana, held in Avila, Spain on 



01 - 02 March. Carlos Sainz and co-driver Luis Moya took the 
overall victory in a Porsche 911 SC, Lancia 037s and even 
an Audi Quattro. Team Samurai’s Toyota TE27 crew fi nished 
third in their Class with Tetsuya Kimura behind the wheel 
and Yusuke Ishiguro (a graduate student from the University 
of Tokyo) calling the notes. The Datsun 160J fi nished just 
behind in fourth, with Kiyoaki Tezuka and Tetsushiu Saito the 
pilots.
 This event was a fi ercely fought one from start to 
fi nish, but Sainz had the win in the bag after the fi rst section. 
The rest of the podium was only decided towards the end 
of the fi nal stage, and the Japanese were brave in their 
approach to the rally.
 Next on the calendar for the team was the Poppy 

Rally on 16 - 17 March. And, it was a tough event by all 
accounts. The long liaison distances and the number of 
special stages reportedly wore the historic race cars out, 
but the team impressed with their determination and 
perseverance against their rivals in this regularity rally. The 
Toyota TE27, piloted by Masatoshi Kubo and Reina Kubo, 
with Hisao Kunimasa and Hiroshi Haenuki in the Datsun 160J 
were two of  69 cars on the entry list. Team Samurai stunned 
their rivals with the Toyota TE27 team fi nishing 13th and the 
Datsun team 14th.
 The service crew was kept busy too, and at their 
temporary workshop in Spain they replaced the Toyota’s 
engine and swopped out the Datsun’s differential gear.
 The Coppa dei Fiori followed on 04 - 06 April with 

49 competitors on the entry list. Noboru Matsunami/Susumu 
Nagai competed in the Toyota TE27 and Yasuhiro Onishi/
Hakaru Ichino piloted the Datsun. Bearing in mind their 
unfamiliarity with these European rallies, and the fact they 
were travelling for some weeks, their results become more 
impressive after this demanding event: 20th overall for the 
Datsun drivers and 29th overall for the Toyota pairing!
 For 2013, the results from Team Samurai are 
impressive and Handbrakes & Hairpins hopes to fi nd these 
members involved in motorsport at a professional level once 
they graduate. COngratulations, Team Samurai! H&H



Mads Ostberg and his Qatar M-Sport Rally Team Ford Fiesta RS WRC  Mads Ostberg and his Qatar M-Sport Rally Team Ford Fiesta RS WRC  
were aggressive in the WRC Rally de Portugal. Will they top the were aggressive in the WRC Rally de Portugal. Will they top the 
timesheets in next month’s Rally Argentina?timesheets in next month’s Rally Argentina?
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